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SUPER BLAST OFF® INDUSTIAL AUTOMOTIVE USE 

 

The use of SUPER BLAST OFF® in the automotive industry is unparalleled since 

it can clean everything associated with the automobile industry. It is easily used, 

highly effective, safe, proven reliable, and economical. 

As SUPER BLAST OFF® is approved to U.S. Air Force, Boeing D6-17487, and 

Douglas CSD #1, Type 1 Aircraft Cleaning specifications, it will definitely not 

harm any part or surface on any automobile manufactured anywhere in the 

world. 

SUPER BLAST OFF® has also been tested to, and passed, all pertinent American 

Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) standards. ASTM is one of the 

specifications testing branches of the Society of Automotive Engineering (SAE). 

SUPER BLAST OFF® is packaged in concentrated industrial and consumer sizes 

from 275 gallon containers down to 24 ounce spray bottles. SUPER BLAST 

OFF®’s products are the only consumer products known to us that are available 

to dealerships that are aircraft approved and are guaranteed safe on any type 

metal. That is a big plus for people who have expensive wheels and are 

particular about what is used to clean them.  

Over the years, SUPER BLAST OFF® has been used to clean every type car 

manufactured, from expensive Rolls Royces and Mercedes to Trabants and 

Skodas. It has also been safely used to clean every type of aircraft imaginable. 
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Some of the many uses of SUPER BLAST OFF® in the automotive industry.  

ENGINE DEGREASING: SUPER BLAST OFF® may be diluted with up to 150 parts of water to one 

part SUPER BLAST OFF® when using a high pressure washer or steam cleaner. Dilute and follow 

the instructions that came with your machine. Unlike powders that have to be mixed, stirred, and 

do not always completely dissolve, SUPER BLAST OFF® goes into immediate solution and will not 

clog or harm your machine. When cleaning without high pressure or steam, warm the engine, 

apply SUPER BLAST OFF® diluted with 10 parts of water, allow to stand for about five minutes, 

and then hose or wipe the grease away. 

EXTERIOR WASH: Dilute one part SUPER BLAST OFF® in a bucket with up to 75 parts of water 

and wash vehicle in usual manner. If using high pressure washer dilute SUPER BLAST OFF® with 

up to 150 parts of water. If washing in hot sun, always rinse vehicle with fresh water first. 

VINYL, LEATHER AND CLOTH INTERIORS: Dilute one part SUPER BLAST OFF® with 10 to 40 parts 

of water (depending upon degree of soil), spray on area to be cleaned and wipe away with clean 

cloth. You may also apply diluted solution to a clean cloth and wipe away soil. 

FLOOR MATS AND CARPETING: SUPER BLAST OFF® diluted with 10 to 15 parts of water cleans 

floor mats and carpets absolutely clean without fading or damaging. It will remove shoe polish, 

grease, oil, coffee spills and most other stains or soil you may have on the floor mat or  carpet.  

PARTS CLEANER: As a parts cleaner, SUPER BLAST OFF® is unsurpassed. Dictated by the 

Washington State Ferry System in 1994 as the only product allowed to be used as a parts cleaner 

within their system, SUPER BLAST OFF® diluted with 3 to 5 parts of water works fast, leaves no 

residue, and is ozone safe and biodegradable. SUPER BLAST OFF® will not attack, corrode, or 

discolor any metal. According to the Washington State Ferry System Environmental Task Force 

the price of disposing of oil contaminated with PCB’s is nearly twenty-three times the cost of 

disposing of oil removed with SUPER BLAST OFF®. This is an enormous savings for any company 

looking to lower their operating expenses. The Washington State Vessel Environmental Task 

Force went on to say that to their surprise the most effective product was also the least 

hazardous. 

SHOP FLOORS AND WALLS: For clean shop floors nothing beats one part SUPER BLAST OFF® 

diluted with up to 50 parts of water. A floor cleaned with SUPER BLAST OFF® is a safe and less 

slippery floor. The same dilution can also be used to clean dirty walls. 

EQUIPMENT: For a pleasant, safe, and presentable work environment, cleanliness should be the 

primary goal and SUPER BLAST OFF® does that for your shop with a minimum of effort. Give each 
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mechanic his personal bottle of diluted SUPER BLAST OFF® and notice the difference in his work 

area and attitude when all he has to do is spray and wipe. It will also clean their hands. 

WINDSHIELDS: Nothing will make your customers happier than being able to see out of their 

windshields during a rainstorm. ONE or TWO ounces of SUPER BLAST OFF® in their windshield 

wiper tank will remove all road film. 

PAINTING: A surface cleaned with SUPER BLAST OFF® is a completely clean surface. Paint 

adheres better to a SUPER BLAST OFF® cleaned surface than it does to a surface that has been 

cleaned with solvent type cleaners.  

 

 

 


